
Stanford Soccer Club Goals and Corner Flags Setup/Cleanup

For goal and corner flag lock combinations go to the Members Only page.

Lock Operation
1) enter lock combination
2) push firmly 'up' on lock (e.g. smack it as necessary)
3) pull down on lock (e.g. in some cases hit it with a blunt object)

*** Master Lock brand REQUIRES an upward lock motion before the downward release of
the lock. These locks can be fussy, so try multiple times as needed.

Goal Locks:
-- Lock the goals when not in use; also keep locks "locked" on empty goal chains or empty flag
boxes
-- The city has serious fines and consequences for non-compliance
-- Do not give out the lock combinations to the kids
-- Limit the combinations on a need-to-know basis
-- Greer goals are placed in front of baseball fences in fall and behind fences in spring
-- While a goal is in use on the field, keep the lock in the “closed” position (and leave the
combination in a position that does NOT show the correct combination)
-- Goals/Locks Coordinator is listed on the Club "Contacts" webpage

Goal Placement (grass only, artificial turf has stationary goals)
-- flip-up wheels provide the goals to be moved
-- if wheels are deflated, bent, stuck, etc contact the Goals/Locks Coordinator
-- goals should be completely or nearly off the grass (for grass mowing reasons)
-- If another Stanford Club team has a game immediately after yours, check with the manager of
the next team and make sure that they understand that it is now their responsibility to store the
flags and goals; store goals unless the next team actively acknowledged responsibility for the
goals
-- refer to field location(below) for goal storage location
-- Failure to lock goals to a designated place (usually a nearby fence) can result in a penalty fee;
see 'Policy for Goal Lockup' for details.

Flag Boxes
-- look for White 5’’x5”x5’ Vertical Post located on a fence near goals (labeled “SSC”)
-- Lock the goals when not in use; also keep locks "locked" on empty goal chains or empty flag
boxes
-- Limit the combinations on a need-to-know basis
-- if flags are missing, contact the Goals/Locks Coordinator



-- refer to field location(below) for Flag Box storage location
-- one of two sets of flags can be stored in a single box
-- when storing two sets of flags, place once set spikes down and the other set spikes up.

Palo Alto Field Locations

Mayfield: The goals and nets are always. up. Corner flags are in the locked shed by the picnic
tables. You MUST return the corner flags AND lock the storage door after your game.

Greer 1&2: Goals are stored in front of baseball fences (on dirt) during fall season and behind
the fences during spring season. A corner flag box (which contains flags for both fields) is
located one of the baseball fences (i.e. the baseball field adjacent to Basketball courts).

Greer 3: Goals are stored in front of baseball fences (on dirt) during fall season and behind the
fences during spring season. A corner flag box may be located on the baseball fence near the
picnic tables.

Greer 4 (Small Goals): Goals are stored in front of baseball fences (on dirt) during fall season
and against the walkway fence (Northeast end of Greer 4) during the spring season. One
corner flag box (which contains flags for both Greer 4 & 5 fields) is located on the fence near the
goals.

Greer 5: Goals are stored on the incline of the Skateboard Park. One corner flag box (which
contains flags for both Greer 4 & 5 fields) is located near the Greer 4 goals.

JLS 1 & 2 & 3: JLS 1&2 south end goals are stored at the fence adjacent to Hoover Elementary
School. JLS 1 north end and JLS 3 south end goals are stored on a cement pad on the east
side of the fields. JLS 3 north end goals are stored on a cement pad next to the north end fence.
JLS 2 north end goal is locked to a metal post  on the east end of the field.
The JLS complex large orange Flag box  is located on the baseball fence next to JLS 4.

JLS 4 (Small Goals): Goals are stored behind the baseball fence. Corner flags in the shared
oranged box located on the baseball fence next to JLS 4.

Ramos Park: Goals and corner flags are stored on the fence on the West side of the field
under the trees.

Eleanor Pardee Park: Goals are stored at the back of the park near the community gardens
(north side) where a post and chain are provided for lockup. The Corner Flag box is on the
fence near the goal storage.



Seale : These small goals are located next to wooden fences in the shaded area next to the
walking path. Bring corner flags.

Greene 1 (Small Goals) : Goals are located on the fence next to the field (on the north side). If
wheels are not on the goals, then flip over the goals onto the rear support to drag into place (but
remove any net attachments on the rear support which contact the ground). Bring corner flags
or arrange with PSV Union FC to borrow flags.

Greene 2 & 3 : Goals are located on the fence in the shaded area (on the south side). If wheels
are not on the goals, then flip over the goals onto the rear support to drag into place (but
remove any net attachments on the rear support which contact the ground). Bring corner flags
or arrange with PSV Union FC to borrow flags.

Cubberley 1&2 and North (Small Goals) : Goals are located on a  nearby fence. Bring corner
flags or arrange with PASC for access to the flag locker.

Cubberley Football Turf: Goals are stationary. Bring corner flags or arrange with PASC for
access to the flag locker.

Fletcher 1 & 2: Fletcher 1 goals are stored near the side fence at each end of the field (look for
lock/chain on the fence).  The east Fletcher 2 goal is stored against the tennis court fence; the
west Fletcher 2 goal is stored on the side fence near the pedestrian bridge. Currently there is
NO corner flags box at Fletcher, therefore bring corner flags.


